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About This Game

For PC gamers who enjoy multiplayer games with a bit of intelligence, intrigue and ingenuity, The Ship is a murder mystery
alternative to traditional FPS multiplayer games. Each player is given a Quarry to kill - and must evade their own Hunter in the

process, all set on board a series of 1920s art deco cruise ships.

The Ship is owned by the mysterious Mr X and as one of many 'lucky' recipients of a free ticket you arrive on board The Ship to
find there's a catch to your luxury cruise. You are coerced into a brutal Hunt to indulge Mr. X's fantasies, under threat of death

for not only yourself, but also your family. Your only chance to save yourself and your family is to play the Hunt and win.

Combining stealthy multiplayer action and a needs system, The Ship is a truly unique gaming experience.

This package includes a tutorial, The Ship Single Player, which introduces you to some gameplay mechanics and
storyline, and The Ship Multiplayer where you can hunt and be hunted by other players.
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Haven't played much as you can see by my game time but as someone who isn't the biggest fan of games like this i am greatly
enjoying it and for \u00a36.99 (I got it for \u00a35.94 on sale) it is well worth it and would recommend it. These last two packs
have been better than some of the others, but it better not become a normal dating sim, because it kind of seems like thats where
the story is heading.. Played already almost 40 hours ! Best tycoon game ever ! With mods ( if compatible ) this game is even
better as we know what modders are able to do sometimes :)
Great game !!!!
10000\/10 <3. Thumbs up but barely. Overall it's pretty fun but I would recommend playing on easy as the game has stunlock
which can kill you quite fast if you're not careful. According to the dev its a feature from making the game too easy, if you ask
me it was irritating, annoying and unnecessary (see below). Also, you get a pistol then very shortly afterward you get an
automatic rifle but then no other upgrades for you main gun- until you get to almost the end (and it's partially hidden too and
easily misseable). Special weapons work fine and are fun but the ammo is way too limited. Controls are slightly awkward as you
move with the left analog stick and it also lets you jump too. I would've preferred a dedicated button to jump instead.

Started on normal and got to the last boss. After beating the boss I couldn't get past the last section. I restarted the game on easy,
skipped all the cutscenes and plowed through it in about an hour and a half. My first run took about 4 hours Btw. So you may
want to try easy first.

On the plus side there's some nicely done still cutscenes which keep the story going. The music is also fantastic...i was expecting
some generic metal\/rock but instead it was ambient synth, (think the first terminator movie). Whoever did the music did a
really good job I think.

5.5\/10. This game will murder your eyes and use your sockets to stuff in neon strobe-lights.. Just a rehash of the existing 377
with the brighton mainline but in fcc and an unbranded livery. Would have been nice to have included a thameslink livery as an
update but of course not dtg made this remember. Also on UKTS there is a freeware variant and i think when you get the london
to brighton scenario pack on armstrong powehouse you get an fcc 377 too.. Best skin in the game for one of the best characters.
The way the music plays when you use vengeance fits his movement and mobility perfectly and always has you pumped.. Rather
enjoying this game, actually.

At a glance, it seems like a carbon copy of the Wizardry series (et al), which has been repeated a whole bunch of times now...
But when you dive into the Skill trees and go into the dungeon, you realize it actually breaks pattern quite a bit, in some
interesting ways.

In essence, there's a more complex set of skill trees etc that make "building" your character more strategic and choice based
than the planning elements these sorts of games are typically restricted to. Points put into both the skills trees and stats can be
univested/re-invested at no cost, letting you change just about everything about a character outside their two classes at no
cost/penalty (and you still CAN change classes at a cost, if you care to). It adds a lot of depth to the typical, otherwise tired
formula, as you can (and I typically do) tweek if not totally revise my character builds between each dungeon run. While this
means a lot more time in menus than you typically see in this sort of game, this is addressed via a rather intersting decision in
that the combat is largely hands off...

To offset the time spend fiddling in skill trees and equipment screens, you don't make decisions about attacks, item use, special
skill activation, etc... instead, you just pick (and prioritize) up to three active skills a character knows in the menu, and when you
get in fights, your group makes decisions autonomously as they alternate between the skills you set them up with and auto
attacks. You can opt to attempt to flee, or designate targets, but the AI handles the rest... I imagine this may put off some people
who want to be "more involved", but for me, it felt like it made the skill of the game hinged around proper planning rather than
reaction-based micromanagement... It's a different experience from most RPGs, to be sure, but a very satisfying one, as you
watch to see if the tactics you plotted out bare fruit or need revising... with the easy being emminently fast and convenient to do,
in the case of the worst.

The game also is very light on punishing party wipes, the only difference between a successful run and a TPK is a loss of 30%
resources. Again, I imagine some people will be put off that this makes death feel "light", but in effect it gave the game freedom
to be hard AF if/when it wants to, because it's nbd if it kills you... so it actually retains a fairly brutal element of difficulty, it
just isn't frustrating when you trip over the hurdle in front of you. It also uses an "Acheivement" system, where you complete
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benchmarks as you go that reward you mechanically, so in effect you can progress your characters by means outside grinding
gear and xp.

The art is endearing, it's Touhou girls and such, naturally... par for the course, if you're familiar with the series, it's too deep a
well for me to walk you down if you're not. Dialogue is humorous, but a lot of it gets repeated with disappointing frequency, and
I really do mean "dialogue", because there's not much of a plot to speak of so much as humorous banter.

There are some other concerns as well... the UI can be pretty strange in places, the tutorial/manual info is quite lacking in clarity
for many things (though in all fairness, that's extremely common in these sort of "Wizardry" niche games), the voices are...
weird (like, are they synth rather than actors? I'm not even sure, it sounds weird, bottom line), there's no controller compatability
from what I can tell (which is bizarre, cause there's definitely nothing preventing that from being practical) and in fact I can't
even seem to move in dungeons by cursor (which is annyoing, I'd prefer it to the mouse), and probably the biggest offender,
there's no means of going full screen or altering resolution from what I can tell. So... minor issues all, but a pretty considerable
list of them.

I have a bit of a soft spot for games like this in theory, but in practice tend to get bored with how done to death they are when I
sit down to them... This feels like a rather fresh take on the old formula, breathing life into an interesting style of game that's
been dulled by repetition. For that reason, I'm quite pleased with the purchase, and if you think you may feel similarly, I'd
definitely consider it. If you're not so sure if you have an interest in this sub-genre of old-school RPGs, or the changes they've
made to the model sound regressive to you rather than like they'd be a thing you'd enjoy as novel/superior... it may not be for
you. Steam's return policy is generous, just do a test run inside two weeks with a stop watch set for 110 minutes , if you're
weary... but if you THINK this may interest you, that is a test worth doing, I'd say. It'd be a shame to pass on it, if you'd enjoy it
as much as I have been.. i would recommend to anyone that likes tower defence games as you can speed up or slow down the
game play and when you go up levels it gets harder to play and that is what i like in a game ( NOT TO EASY )
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Cool game and all though, Playing agaisnt players with silenced gear is no fun,
Information is limited where Silenced players usually leave no trace if you were camera was not the specific place you were
getting shot from,

Will be taking my money back for now, Might buy the game in the future,

Suggestions:
With the small community playing the game, At least set some balancing in terms of equipment,
I just started the game played through some campaing missions then played multiplayer matches where I was matched up with
silvers who had full silenced gear. Feels like the enemy is hacking when he can get his/her soldiers behind my lines in 2 turns,.
Good graphics, bad level design, bad everything else.. Cute and quirky, but very confusing. You play random abilities in the
form of cards, but the "card" mechanic is kind of half-baked; since you're not playing against anyone, the order you draw your
cards in matters little, you can just churn through your deck and get to what you want.

Advancement of your civilization to further epochs feels sorta random because you stumble through the game, unlocking new
advancements for your people by accident. The game gives no help or instructions in what to do.

This is one of those games I wish Steam had a "mixed" review option for. I got nearly three cute, reasonably entertaining hours
out of it, but I feel a lot of the game's mechanics aren't really fleshed out well. If for no other reason than to express concern
over the lack of a coherent design, I'm going to give it a negative review, but there's a very good chance you'll enjoy it, but not
for very long.. Twinfold is fantastic. The flat design artstyle is very pretty, and there's a surprising amount of strategy in how
you use ablilities. However, I don't see any reason to play the PC version over the mobile version, so maybe get the mobile
version instead?. Not made for 1080p or higher, since text and icons are too small.
Game does not explain any of the user interface or gameplay features.
There is no tutorial and there are no tooltips.
You have no idea what you are suppose to do, or how to go about it.
After 30 minutes of aimless roaming I refunded.. This game. It messes with you. I can't express how much I enjoyed playing
through it though, and how much I enjoyed each and every ending. I absolutely love the concept and I wish we could have
known more about certain things but it definitely doesn't take away from the experience. In fact it certainly adds to the
mysterious feel of the game.. Do not be fooled by the steam store page, this game has fully implemented online play through the
steam system. I bought it for it's gameplay, and still enjoy it for that and it's well done online laddering.

Not only are the controls solidly simple, but they also allow for quite a few physics based trickes to be pulled off. This results in
gameplay that rarely gets dull and allows the player's playstyle to clearly show in multiplayer matches.. Once I saw this game
existed I had to get it! I was a huge fan of 1nsane, especially the bugs and gameplay, similiar to Smuggler's Run. Insane II stays
true to the original with updated graphics. Still the same exhilirating racing, still the brutal fighting to stay in control of the
game, and still the hilarious viewpoints of your rivals flying over you as they roll to a crash. Thumbs WAYYYYYY up!.
CubeWorks is a fun and fast-paced puzzle game made especially for VR. You have to use your spatial reasoning and physical
agility to fit blocks together quickly to beat each of the 20+ stages. The game starts simple and gets increasingly difficult
including some really crazy levels at the end.

Online leadboards will rank your scores on each level against your friends and players globally.

Great for showing VR to your friends.

I definitely recommend this if you're a fan of puzzle games and are looking for a new one that makes great use of VR.. TL:DR:
Atmosphere is what you'd expect for a FPS horror zombie game. It's decent but nothing really new. Controls feel a bit clunky
and some issues with bindings. Load screens are long. Perspective is oddly zoomed in, and feels very off. Launcher starts up the
Command prompt before it starts, and recording software does not like to record it. Zombies are quite generic and slow (at least
up until the third chapter). Jump scares exist.

First Impression Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mfnTZvlI-X0&list=PL0ChqurHdrD4GDyzfEWF1egV0jL1CVSbq&index=91

The game start out in an office where presumably we've been at work most of the day.
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As we leave the office, Bam!
Zombie time.

If you've played zombie games before, this is familiar.
A jump scare here, a moaning zombie there, head shot, heat shot, head shot.
But wait! Head shots only work on certain zombies. Those which had the unfortunate luck to be of the crawling variety require
3 shots to be killed (regardless of the location).
On the plus side, I spotted at least 4 different zombie skins up until the third chapter. So at least they all aren't the same.

The biggest issue in this game is the weird perspective and controls. The entire game is spent in a weird zoomed in point of
view. It's like the camera hovers a foot in-front of the characters body. Even looking around while standing still appears to have
a slight orbit effect on the camera. I was starting to feel slightly sick after half an hour of it.
Also, the controls to change items are weirdly bound to the numpad. Why not just the normal numbers above the typing keys, or
even the mouse wheel? Seems odd to take your hand off the controls to change between the flashlight and gun.

Audio is actually pretty decent. From the soundtrack on the title screen to small effects in game. I'm glad they spent time
making that good, since sound is so very important to horror games.
In the very beginning you are treated to a short stint of voice acting. It wasn't actually that bad. But then I didn't hear it again. A
shame really, I was hoping for more.

The atmosphere is also fairly decent. It reminds me at times of F.E.A.R., and that is a good thing. Parts of the environment will
trigger at times, feasting zombies are always creepy, and subtle environmental ques are always good in a horror game.

Loading screen are oddly long. Sometimes taking over a full minute.
It's almost 2018. Most AAA games don't even take that long.
Perhaps a little bit of optimization would go a long way.
Also there is a whole lot of item, texture and light popping.

For $4, there is better on the steam store. Perhaps with a bit of work from the developer, this could be good, but in its current
state, I do not recommend.
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